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The current scope of PAT limits opportunities
for microbiological test improvements.
Several recently published articles have
promoted the process analytical technology (PAT) initiative as the path to the realtime release (RTR) of finished product.
Many strong arguments favor gaining a
better understanding and control of our
manufacturing processes, but it is not clear
that RTR is one of them. The US Food and
Drug Administration and other regulatory agencies worldwide are working diligently to base regulation in science,but it
is reasonable to ask whether RTR through
PAT is compatible with the ideal of science-based regulation. Because my education, background, and training are in
the field of microbiology, I d l examine
the question from this perspective.

What about microbiology in PAT?
One noticeable correlation in the current literature on the promise of PAT to
deliver RTR is that the authors are virtually all chemists or regulatory specialists.
In the rare publication discussing microbiology and RTR through PAT, this goal
is mentioned in only the most off-hand
manner (1).This avoidance of a clear discussion of microbiology within the PAT
initiative as a contributor to RTR is striking. A review of aseptic manufacturing indicates that the microbiological portions
of a manufacturing process delay product
release to the greatest extent (2). In fact,
the time required for microbiological inprocess and release tests virtually defines
the critical time line of manufacture and
release of product for sale.
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The second puzzling aspect of this omission in the current PAT discussion is that
the first approvals under FDAs PAT initiative were for microbiological methods (3).
The role of microbiological testing in RTR
is too important to ignore.

ogy does not come close to delivering
such a system (7,8).

PAT and the microbiology
of sterile products

Sterile products can be divided into two
main types: terminally sterilizedproducts
and aseptically filled products. For clarity,
we shall evaluate them separately. RTR
through PAT is feasible for sterile products
manufactured using terminal sterilization.
PAT and the microbiology
Ths process is called "parametric release,"
whlch is cited in the PAT guidance and has
of nonsterile products
Nonsterile products are subject to been well described by FDA (9),the Europrocess controls from a microbiologi- pean Medicines Evaluation Agency ( lo),
cal perspective. Though these controls the Pharmaceutical Inspection Cooperaare not as stringent as those for aseptic tion Scheme (1 I), the US Pharmacopeia
manufacture, the US Code of Federal (12),and in the literature (13,14).
Regulations (21 CFR) clearly requires the
So,what about the aseptic manufacture
manufacturer to produce products free of sterile product? RTR through PAT reof "objectionable organisms." It must quires extensive process understandingand
be stressed that FDA's concern about control. Current in-process monitoring
"objectionable organisms" is not the capabilities in microbiology do not allow
same as the compendial tests for "spec- for the determination of fished-product
ified" organisms (4-6), and so the fin- attributes because of excessive variability
ished product should also be evaluated (15,16).The plate-count method has a sigfor the presence of "objectionables" nificant gap between the limit of detection
while in quarantine (costing money for (LOD) and the limit of quantification
warehousing and not being sold).
(LOQ). Though the LOD for plate counts
The implementation of PAT to allow is 1,the LOQ has been established to be in
the RTR of nonsterile product would re- the range of 25 (17) to 30 (18).
quire the manufacturer to establish conHere is a major problem of current "regtrols on the process sufficient to ensure ulatory science" being at odds with
that no potentially objectionable organ- "science-based regulation." Regulatory exism would gain entry (via raw materi- pectations are that plate counts can accuals, the environment, personnel, or any rately distinguish between a count of 2
other means) into the finished product. colony-forming units (CFU, acceptable
In addition, it would require that we have quality) and 4 CFU (unacceptable)or besensitive and accurate measures in real tween 4 CFU (acceptable)and 6 CFU (untime to confirm this state of control and acceptable) for surface monitoring under
allow changes to be made in real time to various conditions. In truth, the platecorrect any potential issues as they de- count method cannot reliably q u a n q any
velop. Although it is intellectually pos- number less than 25 CFU (at best).
sible to envision a system of HACCP-like
Without accurate in-process monitorevaluations in which all contaminants ing data upon which to base control deciare instantaneously counted, identified, sions,microbiological considerations alone
analyzed, and reported, current technol- Continued on page 97
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Continued from page 98

prevent RTR for any product (sterile or
nonsterile) strictly through process controls (with the exception of parametric
release).

What about rapid
microbiological methods (RMM)?
The first approvals under the PAT initiative were for rapid microbiological,
finished-product release tests (3). These
initial PAT approvals allowed for RTR of
product. This application of RMM to
finished-product testing has strong potential for RTR (19), but is outside the
scope of the initiative as currently defined.
Concerns about the use of RMM in
PAT involve the testing location, causal relationships, and assay variability.The current PAT scope restricts itself to in-process
controls (preferably in-line), and so limits the opportunities for microbiological
test improvementsthat typically take place
at the bench (20). Second, there is a basic
scientific issue with the causal relationship among environmental monitoring,
in-process microbiological controls, and
finished-product microbial quality. The
assumption in aseptic manufacture is that
increased levels of contaminants in the
environment create increased risk for
product contamination (21-24).
Though this is undoubtedly true, there
is little in the literature to assist in determining at exactly what point the risk becomes significant. In other words, how
clean must the environment be to ensure
sterile filled product, or how dirty to pose
a sigdicant threat? The current standards
may be more useful as a quantitative
means to determine the state of control
in the cleanroom rather than a tool to predict finished-product quality.
Finally,there is signJscantconcern about
variability in a predictivein-process method
that has been highhghted by Afnan (25),
Torbeck (26), and Hussain (27). Current
environmental monitoring methods do
not provide these data, nor will any rapid
method with similar lunitations on accurate quantificationat low numbers. Because
much of this inaccuracycomes from sampling error, it is not likely that rapid methods can be directly applied to resolve this
limitation. Getting bad data faster is not a
significant improvement over getting bad

data more slowly. Neither process will provide sufficient and accurate information
upon which to base a process control decision. Until methods are developed that
are capable of predicting finished product
microbial attributesfrom in-processassays,
the effective use of in-process microbial
data within the PAT framework for RTR
will be an unattainable goal.

The role of microbiological testing in
real-time release is too
important to ignore.
Summary
We do not have the tools to demonstrate
acceptable microbial attributes of finished
product through in-process controls for
nonsterile or asepticallyproduced sterile
products. Thus, the elimination of linishedproduct testing for microbial attributes is
unlikely for the foreseeable future. PAT is
a useful process, and one that should be
used to its fullest potential. Nonetheless, it
cannot lead to real-time release of product
under the current regulatory climate (except through the parametric release of terminally sterilized products) unless we ignore good science and establish in-process
controls for microbiological purity based
solely on regulatory considerations.
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